
 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd Quarter of 2013 

(More about Festival on Page 4) 



IT’S ALMOST FESTIVAL TIME!  

Can you believe it?  It seems like only last week I 
was scraping ice from my windshield (but then, 
this IS Michigan…I actually was !)—In less than a 
month now our club’s 26

th
 annual Michigan Vin-

tage Volkswagen Club Festival will take place .  
Sunday, May 19

th
 for those of you who may have 

been away from Michigan until now.  And the 
theme?  Well, that’s the purpose for the pictures 
above my column--- “FIRST THERE WAS AIR…THEN THERE WAS WATER!”  
Hence the reason for my little pride and joy 1979 Beetle Convertible on the left and 

then one of the my favorite water cooled VW’s….the 1984 VW Rabbit GTI—one I’d love to add to my collection.  This is 
truly what Volkswagen has always been to me. The embodiment of the phrase “People’s Car”---from Beetles, Buses, 
and Karman Ghia’s to Dasher’s, Scirocco’s,  Foxes, Vanagons right up to present day new Beetles and what I like to call 
The NEW new Beetles ! As you’ll read later in this newsletter, you’ll learn of the landslide voting results from our mem-
bership poll to modify the club bylaws to recognize ALL Vintage Volkswagens, including modifieds, dune buggies, and 
sand rails. I can’t tell you how much I’m really looking forward to not only the variety of wonderful air cooled classics but 
this year to re-introduce the other half of the Volkswagen “alma-mata” !  Personally, I miss deeply the 1981 Scirocco I 
sold years ago and have many fond memories of my mom’s 1977 Rabbit (which followed a long string of VW’s before 
it…from a 1966 Karman Ghia Convertible  to  a 1973 VW Squareback and several VW Beetles…I’ve had VW’s through-
out most of formative years).  Judging from the buzz I’ve been seeing on our Facebook and club website, I’m truly hop-
ing that this year’s Festival will be one of the LARGEST in the history of this club. Moreover, my wish is that we can keep 
this club as a viable entity going forward as well as promoting future growth.  

Having said all of that, I would be remiss if I did not remind you all that an event of this magnitude would not be possible 
without the one key piece of magic to keep it on track…..and that is YOUR VOLUNTEER SUPPORT !  To say that we 
need the help of as many club members as possible is indeed an understatement.  In serving as Co-Chair for this year’s 
festival, it has become all but too clear to me the daunting task undertaken to make this event as successful as it has 
been. My hats off to those unselfish planners before Wayne Burling and myself….most recently, Rick and Christine 
Cramer !  In the next edition of this newsletter, I will chronicle the specific tasks that go into the planning of an event such 
as this as I feel it’s invaluable to understand the scope of work and dedication of those who make the commitment to get 
involved. It really is a big deal.  Please take some time, if you can, and check out our club website for all the latest up-
dates for the Festival weekend events, on Saturday AND Sunday. You’ll see that Saturday’s event’s, from the cruise to 
the banquet (at and AWESOME new venue this year !) will surprise and delight all who attend ! I just want to offer a few 
subtle reminders below for those who will be attending our Festival this year; 

1) VOLUNTEER SIGNUP – There is a volunteer listing available on our website….www.mvvc.net. Won’t you please take 
a minute to sign up for even ONE hour of time at any one of many cool jobs---from manning the front gates, to represent-
ing us in our club booth, to setup early Sunday morning or teardown after the show.  Your help is invaluable in this area--
-and keep in mind that those who do volunteer for a minimum of an hour are invited to a wonderful after Festival dinner 
at Aubree's in downtown Ypsi  !  

2) SWAP MEET – We are still in need of a motivated club member interested in helping us run the swap meet portion of 
our festival.  I will be helping you. And for those swappers,  In order to ensure that we have enough spaces allocated,  I 
can’t emphasize how important it is for you folks to get your commitments in as soon as possible.  

 

 
Continued  

Prez Sez! 
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Check out our website!! 

www.mvvc.net 

 

3) PRE-FESTIVAL BANQUET –(Saturday evening -5/18/13—5:30 - 8:30 pm)—We NEED you to sign up in advance—
please send in your reservation confirmation as we need to have an accurate count for our caterers. By they way, these 
will be the same folks who catered our event last year (as well as numerous Christmas gatherings). Their food is 
scrumptious  (and filling….) ! You really don’t want to miss this ! 

4) PRE-FESTIVAL CRUISE—Plan on joining us for an EXTRA special cruise this year on Saturday afternoon (5/18/13) 
featuring a tour of the Chelsea Teddy Bear Factory and a chance to purchase a “Michigan Vintage VW Club” Collectors 
Edition Bear they’re making for us ! How cool is that?  

5) FINAL PLANNING MEETING – (Sunday) May 5, 2013 (2-5pm) —This will be the LAST planning session TO BE 
HELD IN ROYAL OAK AT THE FAMOUS PASQUALES RESTAURANT JUST NORTH OF 13 MILE RD ON WOOD-
WARD AVE –  Crank your classic Volkswagen up and come out to hear about all the great things we have planned for 
this year’s festival ! Plus, we value your feedback and want to ensure that nothing is overlooked.  

Finally, to those who have and will make this year’s Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Festival a huge success, THANK 
YOU ! Most especially to our esteemed sponsors this year ! We are on track thus far with solid commitments that exceed 
those of 2012…and there are still more options I’m pursuing.  Our sponsors are extremely important to the success of 
this show as they help us to provide you with “must have” event t-shirts, goodie bags to festival participants, and all the 
little things that go into making this a very special weekend. To that end, it is also a priority of mine to ensure that each of 
our sponsors have nothing less than an extremely positive experience and want to return next year !  

 

I would just like to let you know that we have some wonderful surprises this year that you won’t want to miss. And rest 
assured, this will only be the beginning of the direction that I’d like to take this club into.  I look forward to seeing each 
and every one of you at our festival. Don’t hesitate contacting us if you have any questions or last minute suggestions 
you think might help us. AND BY ALL MEANS---VOLUNTEER ! 

 

Here’s to the BEST year yet …….The Marriage of Air and Water Cooled Volkswagens !  

 

Looking forward to seeing you all at our 26
th
 Annual Festival—Tell everyone you know, spread the word, we’ll provide 

posters and lets all make this a hallmark year in the history books !   

  

With much Enthusiasm……. 

President Larry Kabrick – (email—info@mvvc.net) 
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The 26th Annual 

Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Festival 

"First came AIR - then came WATER"  
Vintage Air-cooled and Water-cooled  Volkswagens 25 yrs old and older! 

 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 
Riverside Park, Ypsilanti, MI 

 
Non-Judged Car Show Celebrating ALL VARIATIONS of VOLKSWAGENS – Originals, restorations, 

customs, race cars, drag cars, kit cars, dune buggies, trikes, ratrods, daily beaters…  

 

Gates Open 9:00am to 3:00pm  
 

Enter off Cross Street.  

Registration Day of Show ONLY !  

Spectators Fee:        $5.00 at the Gate  

Car Show Registration:      $12.00 at the Gate  

MVVC Membership Renewals:     $15.00 pay at club booth  

Special MVVC New Memberships day of show:  $8.00 pay at club booth  

 

Swap Meet Info 

Swap Space is $15.00 each pre-registration - or - $20.00 day of the show! 

Swap meet Pre-Registration form available online! 

Swap gates open and registration starts at 7:00 am. 
 

Enter South gate off Michigan Ave. 
 

Each Swap Space Size is 17 ft by 20 ft.  
 

Each Swap Space Admits Two People  
 

Large Swap Meet Vendors, “Must” Contact swapmeet@mvvc.net for Availability 
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This year's Schedule: 

Saturday, May 18, 2013: 

We will have a cruise around Dexter and Chelsea with a special stop at the 

Chelsea Teddy Bear Factory where you will be able to purchase a special 

Teddy Bear just for the occasion.  Itinerary and Route available on website. 

 

This years banquet will be held on Saturday, May 18, 2013 at the: 

 

218 N. Washington St. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

Parking is available in area lots like First Congregational UCC and Presbyterian Church look for the 

signs. 

5:30 pm - 8:30 pm 

MVVC Members and guests   $15.00 each 

Non- MVVC Members           $20.00 each 

Pre-registration Deadline May 15, 2013 

Please Pre-register for the banquet so we can let the caterer know how much food, form is available on 

the website. 

Sunday, May 19, 2013:  

Things to do during the Festival  

9:00 am - 3:00 pm Hot Wheels Race Track(bring your own VW Hot Wheel or use one of ours) 

9:00 am - 2:00 pm Silent Auction in Memory of Bob and Ellie Case (under the tent) all proceeds to be    
   donated to the Pulmonary Fibrosis Foundation in their memory. 

9:00 am - 3:00 pm We have organized a non-perishable food drive to benefit 
   A Lifeline for Homeless Families.  info@soscs.org  
   Their organization will be on hand to collect donated items  
   and give information about their services.  Please plan on  
   packing a couple of items in your VW for the food drive.  
   Items will be collected under the Tent. 

12:00 noon  There will be a Pass and Review, if anyone is interested in showing off their Vehicle     
   and telling the crowd all about it. 
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Our generous sponsors for the festival:  

Please show your support to them at their place of business! 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Ypsilanti Convention and 
Visitor Bureau 

visitypsinow.com  

 

 

 

 

Ralph Thayer Volkswagen 

www.thayervw.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Monks Motors 

www.munks.com 

 

 

 

 

Steve’s European Automotive, 
Inc. 

 

 

 

MOFOCO VW Parts and Accessories 

www.mofoco.com   

 

 

 

 

 

Car Art by John Jaranson 

www.carartbyjohn.com 

 

 

 

 

 

State of Mind Customs   
www.stateofmindcustoms.com 



Just a reminder….. 
 

   Membership dues were due on 12/31/2012.   If you have not renewed 
your membership, you can do so by sending your dues check to MVVC 

Membership, c/o Wayne Burling, 14122 Jackson Dr. , Plymouth, MI 
48170, or contact Wayne or Larry at any event. 

Cash Flow - 2012  (1/1/2012 through 12/31/2012) 

 

   

The following is the cash flow of the Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Club for the year 
2012. 

INFLOWS   

MVVC Auction Proceeds  $405.00 

MVVC Donation  $20.00 

MVVC Dues  $1,445.00 

MVVC Festival Income  $3,940.06 

MVVC Festival Income:Banquet  $485.00 

MVVC Festival Income:Best of Show  $240.00 

MVVC Festival Income:Club Booth  $450.00 

MVVC Festival Income:Front Gate  $150.00 

MVVC Festival Income:Mercurios 15% Back  $240.28 

MVVC Festival Income:Swap  $863.00 

MVVC Merchandise  -$327.98 

MVVC Sponsorships  $3,700.00 

TOTAL INFLOWS  $11,610.36 

   

OUTFLOWS   

Bank Charge  $10.04 

Charity  $962.50 

Gifts  $210.84 

MVVC Events  $2,452.91 

MVVC Events:Annual Picnic  $250.00 

MVVC Festival Expenses  $5,355.43 

MVVC Office Supplies  $136.81 

MVVC Postage  $319.98 

VVWCA Dues  $195.00 

TOTAL OUTFLOWS  $9,893.51 

   

OVERALL TOTAL   $ 1,716.85  
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Feature Failures: Five of the silliest automotive features ever 

Reprinted from Haggerty Insurance website www.haggerty.com . 

 

Occasionally, automakers get it right in the new feature depart-

ment — seat heaters? Good. Back-up camera? Good. Intermittent 

wipers? Really good. Self-parking? BMW’s iDrive and Ford’s Mi-

crosoft Sync? Let’s just say the jury’s still out. The market, how-

ever, decided quickly on the list below, which contains automotive 

gimmicks that range from not-very-useful to patently absurd. 

Record Player: Offered by Chrysler from 1956 to 1957, it was the auto industry’s first attempt at 

making pre-recorded music playable in a car. While engineered for the rather bumpy environment of a 

moving car, the player wasn’t immune to skipping and scratching the records, which weren’t the stan-

dard-size LPs or 45s but a smaller proprietary format that required owners to buy all of their music 

again. Those of a certain age who have owned Pink Floyd’s “Dark Side of the Moon” on 8-track, vi-

nyl, cassette, CD and MP3 can sympathize. 

 

Front-Mounted Horse Head: This turn-of-the-century accessory was meant to make early internal 

combustion cars less frightening to horses. More than just a freakishly large hood ornament, it literally 

consisted of a not-very-convincing, life-size fake horse head that could be mounted on the front of the 

car. It could also be used as an additional fuel tank, pre-dating the Pinto, (the other exploding equine) 

by some 70 years. 

 

Swamp Cooler: Numerous companies from the 1930s through the 1960s marketed these ungainly 

contraptions that looked like the offspring of a jet engine and a canister vacuum. The device attached 

to the window of the car and contained a few gallons of water, which used the ram air effect created 

while the car was moving to force humidified air inside. They were minimally effective in hot, dry ar-

eas. Practical and relatively inexpensive auto air conditioning put an end to their use. Occasionally, 

auto swamp coolers can still be seen as odd period accessories on classic cars. 

 

Rear-Facing Seats: Car sickness occurs when the brain receives conflicting signals about whether the 

body is in motion or not. Rear-facing seats were a common source of this type of cerebral confusion, 

yet they were standard as the “back, back” seats in so many of the classic station wagons that baby 

boomers grew up (and threw up) in. 

 

Semi-Automatic Transmission: Both Porsche and Volkswagen used this obscure bit of technology to 

allay the fears of clutch-o-phoebes. It was essentially a conventional manual transmission without a 

clutch pedal. The device was actuated when the driver put his or her hand on the shift lever. Unlike 

today’s shiftable automatics, there was no fully automatic mode. You had to move the lever through 

each gear.  Porsche called it “Sportomatic,” and VW called it “Automatic Stickshift,” even going so 

far as to advertise it with a chrome badge on the back of the car. They’re heartily disliked by collec-

tors who often replace them with conventional manual transmissions. 



A LESSON LEARNED…. 

A  Vintage STOCK Volkswagen ENGINE— 

To MODIFY  OR NOT ! 

by Larry Kabrick 

     (Just got the bill to repair his engine!)   

If even one person reads my story and is prevented from making the same “financial” mistakes then we truly are providing 

an invaluable service to our members whom I hope will follow the “pay it forward” theory !  

 This story focuses on the age old question……”Do I take a pristine, problem-free, stock Volkswagen engine and “modify 

it” (even slightly) to produce  the desired outcome of a bit more power?  I’m going to save you the trouble of reading thru to the end 

of this article……THE ANSWER IS UNEQUIVACABLY AND UNDENIABLY……NO !  In case you didn’t get it, please allow 

me to repeat—Do NOT EVER take a stock engine (VW or otherwise) that adds to the vehicle’s overall “prominence”  and “soup it 

up” unless either the engine has existing issues, is blown, or you just don’t give a darn about your vintage volkswagen’s true market 

collectability.  I would guess that, for most of us, the last statement is not the case. We all want our classic cruiser to be as desirable 

as possible and would not want to do anything that would decrease the overall value and future worth.  

 Be that as it may, let me tell you my story. I purchased my 1979 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible back in 1991, sight unseen, 

based on a stack of Polaroid pictures (for those of you who don’t know what a Polaroid camera was…please ask your mom and dad  

to explain)…this was years before the internet became mainstream, let alone digital cameras, cell phones and so on. The purchase of 

my VW is a great story within itself but I’ll save that for another newsletter article. The point is, this was the one VW I had always 

wanted…..the last of the German-made Beetles and moreover a convertible which I had passionately desired for a long time. What I 

would discover, after purchasing this wonderful little car was that it had only about 30,000 miles on it. The owner had purchased it 

from his daughter who bought it new in Texas. He had driven it very little which was the motivation for him to part with it.  For the 

first couple of years, I enjoyed the Beetle driving it all around and having a great time, knowing that eventually, I wanted to do a 

restoration, mainly due to the desire to do the body and interior over as a result of spending it’s prior ownership in the deep, hot, 

southern states (Texas and Florida).  

 Fast forward to early 1993 when I decided I would give the vehicle a full restoration. What that entailed was taking the en-

gine out, completing stripping out the interior and having the body redone. For what it’s worth, there wasn’t a patch of rust anywhere 

on this car. I strictly had the desire to restore this car to the pristine condition it was in after rolling off the factory assembly line back 

in 1979…….AND A LITTLE EXTRA !.  For the purpose of this story, I’m going to focus on the engine only. During the time I had 

begun the restoration and made the decision that I wanted to rebuild the engine, I connected up with a small engine rebuilder, Thom 

LeDuc was his name. Tom came very highly recommended to me from a follow club member (mistake #1----should have asked this 

particular member exactly what level of work that Mr. LeDuc had completed for him….I would have discovered that it was very 

little).  Tom had a full time job and did engine rework jobs in his free time out of his own garage.  In the end, I “allowed” Tom to 

talk me into not only rebuilding my stock 1600cc Volkswagen (Fuel Injected) but also “modifying it” by beefing it up to the “next” 

size up which would be 1776cc. He explained that it would give me a nice balance of increased power and performance that I would 

feel instantly.  Unfortunately, due to my lack of experience and having never rebuilt any engine in my life, I bought into all of this 

without so much as questioning anything. I put my full trust into this gentleman based on nothing more than one referral and my 

“feeling” that I liked this guy…..he was a big Volkswagen fan, but was more focused into VW powered “sand rails” and buggies 

versus true “vintage” restorations.  THIS, in and of itself should have been a HUGE red flag for me but it was not. Furthermore, the 

fact that he admittedly knew NOTHING about the Volkswagen Fuel Injection System, with which I was adamant in maintaining in 

order to preserve the “stock” feel of this car when strongly suggested converting back to carburation SHOULD have raised yet AN-

OTHER HUGE red flag to me…..but again, it did not. And finally, the fact that he did NOT suggest to me, based on the fact that 

there was absolutely NOTHING mechanically wrong with this engine and my desire to keep this car predominately stock, that I do 

NOT attempt any modifications and simply kept the original stock engine in tact should have been the FINAL RED flag that 

SHOULD have sent me looking elsewhere (like the source I wound up taking it to last year to correct all my mistakes !)

…..HOWEVER, I was blinded to all of these clear indicators that I chose to ignore as I was so “GEEKED” about having this totally 

“COOL” engine that would make my little Volkswagen stand out from all the others.  SO, I gave him the ok to proceed and I stepped 

back as he went “shopping” at my expense to perform all of the key modifications highlighted below;   

 As a side note, please take note of one VERY important detail that I’m going to include in this article that 

very few do---I always find it humorous how “guarded” that many folks seem to be with respect to telling you how 

MUCH $$$$ they’ve spent on their classic cars (or any hobby of this nature for that matter)…their always the first to 

tell you when they’ve SAVED a buck but never to tell you how much they’ve expended in that restoration pro-

ject….How can anyone ever learn if you don’t see the WHOLE picture? I don’t consider these numbers to be 

“taboo”…quite the contrary…I’m going to let you know how much has been spent as this is all part of my learning 

from my mistakes as well as YOU ALL gaining a better understanding……so here goes… 

(Article Continued on next page) 
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(Article Continued on next page) 

 

 Here is the listing of the modifications done to my original STOCK Volkswagen 1600cc engine by Tom 
Leduc—(of Westland, MI---during the spring/summer of 1993) 

TOTAL OF ALL ENGINE WORK ABOVE—(parts AND labor)------   $1,700.00 

 Keep in mind that all of this was done to an engine that had absolutely NO issues at all AND the origi-

nal Fuel Injection System was to be retained---BIG mistake !  On top of that, the HUGE error I made in this 

engine project was to NOT have put a major clause in the agreement that if this new engine did not start and 

run flawlessly that there would be NO payments made.  THIS ALONE WAS ONE OF THE KEY AGREE-

MENTS THAT I CAN’T BELIEVE I WOULDN’T HAVE SECURED !  

Tumble block (for cleaning and application of clear coat 

paint) 

Oil Pressure Boost Kit 

Align Bore Block (8) Push Rod Tubes 

Bore Block for 90.5mm cylinders and qualify deck Oil Pump Cover 

Cut Lifter Bores for cam clearance Oil Screen 

Full Flow Block and Pump ADDED (w/ fittings) Oil Screen cover with drain plug 

8-Pin crank and flywheel (w/ Pins) Silicone Flywheel seal 

Reface Flywheel Gaskets 

Recondition Rods .009 Distributor 

Polish Crank Solid Power Pulley with seal and chrome bolt 

Dual Trust Cam Bearings Chrome Alternator pulley and nut 

Rod Bearings Chrome Alternator Back Splash 

Main Bearings Chrome Valve Covers (SCAT) 

Piston and Cylinder Kit (90.5 mm forged CIMAS) New belt 

.040 HEADS (Opened for 90.5mm, new head springs;  DAIKEN Woven Clutch Disc 

Crom Moly Retainers; Hardened Locks & TRW Valves.) Kennedy 1700 lb Pressure Plate 

NEW CAM- ENGLE 110 CAM (Valve Lift—430; Running 

Duration—284; Cold Valve Lash---004)—addt’l info –Intake 

opens 19 BTDC; Intake Closes 48 after BDC; Exhaust opens 

@ 55 before BDC; Exhaust Closes @ 12 after TDC. 

Ignition wire set (8mm silicone) 

Cam Gear with bolts Paint accessories & misc. (primer, thinner, hardener) 

OEM German lifters Labor—disassembly, clean, prep, measure, paint, detail, 

pickup and delivery 

Swivel feet Rocker Adjusters  

Solid Rocker Shaft Kit  

High Volume Oil Pump (30 mm)  
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(Article Continued on next page) 

  Be that as it may, by the time I was done with the ENTIRE restoration on a Convertible Beetle 

that I had PAID $5,000 for plus $400 shipping from Florida, I had amassed a total additional outlay of $8,100. 

Note that this restoration included the engine work above, body and interior restoration. Nothing was done 

with the undercarriage/suspension. THUS, the total “invested” into my little Beetle was now $13,500.  

 I must also note that from the time we re-installed the engine and attempted to start my “cool” modified 

engine, it NEVER ran right. I just couldn’t get it to run correctly and eventually wound up taking it a 

“magician” of sorts known as “Chet the Jet” who kept it for a week and “modified” the fuel curve within the 

fuel injection system to get it to actually run.  Little did I realize then that I should NEVER have touched this 

engine with all the modifications above and in fact since I had gone the depth I had, the fuel injection should 

also have been removed and stored.  You see, I had wound up doing what I was against from the start-----

taking a beautiful stock engine and modifying it to the point that this was no longer the “pure stock” vehicle I 

had wanted. Ultimately, I have absolutely no one to blame by the guy in mirror !  

 Going forward, although I would say that my Beetle was used “sparingly” each season, I continued 

spending MORE and MORE on my “new” modified engine with NEVER ran correctly. I never felt confident 

enough to take it on a 5 hour trip without being concerned that it would leave me stranded out in the middle of 

nowhere.   

 More specifically, from 1992 thru 2011, I continued taking it back for engine issues, thus adding a total 

of $3,100, most of it attributed to “investments” made at Steve’s European Automotive in Waterford to my 

bottom line.  But don’t misunderstand me, my engine problems were not the fault of Steve and his crew. They 

merely tried to help me resolve the symptoms that had occurred as the result of an engine restoration gone 

wrong. Unfortunately, none of us really knew how much was going on “inside” my modified engine. I had 

known of Steve’s for a long time thru my involvement with Volkswagens and have always valued the shop’s 

expertise so they were the first one’s I usually selected to help with my latest “challenges”.  

 SO now, here were are to 2012 and our 25th Annual Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Festival in May-

2012.  I took my little Beetle out of hibernation and joined in the 3 hour cruise from Ypsilanti out to Hell, MI 

and back on the Saturday before our big show.  Had a wonderful time but when I returned home that evening, I 

couldn’t help but hear an extremely loud “rattling” noise that sounded like an exhaust leak to me.  Of course I 

wasn’t about to let this keep me from returning the next day for the big Festival but following that, I brought it 

to my local VW mechanic to check out my concern.  What completely BAFFLED me (and was the final straw 

with this individual) was that he verified it was, in fact, not an exhaust leak but an INTERNAL rattling. He 

suggested (and was correct---I’ll give him that !) that the camshaft was coming loose. The engine HAD to be 

disassembled which was the LAST thing I wanted to hear. What STUNNED me was that despite, this diagno-

sis, a mechanic I thought I trusted STILL had the audacity to change the engine oil, perform a valve adjust-

ment and CHARGE me $140 for services that would turn out to be a complete waste of time and money as this 

engine had to be opened up !  

Needless to say, I decided NOT to wait for him to squeeze me into his schedule and with the truly limited 

amount of folks remaining to work on these cars, I made the decision to bring it back to Steve’s European for a 

2nd opinion.   

 As I did not want to take any further chances, I had my Beetle flat bedded from my home in Farming-

ton Hills to Steve’s in Waterford.  My exact words on the diagnosis were “There is a noise coming out of the 

engine. My mechanic thinks that it’s the camshaft”.  For information purposes, it was late Sept-early October-

2012 when I finally brought the car in for service.  

 Next are the technician’s input confirming the engine problems; 
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 “Would not start outside (perhaps cold start valve system?)-battery started to get low. Pushed into shop, 

connected to charger, after a few minutes, engine fired right up. Engine was running on fast idle (auxiliary air 

regulator), then went to lower speed and started to make noise. Shut off. Restarted and found at above idle, 

cannot hear noise, like with lower speed/lower oil pressure, noise will occur. Sounds like lower end noise.  Re-

moved spark plugs and used borescope in cylinders—did not see any problems (#1 plug was loose). Rocked 

crankshaft back and forth, could not detect any play in rods/pistons. Removed oil strainer—inspected for metal 

particles—has sludge type material on strainer plate but oil looks new (YES, indeed it was new….remember I 

stated that my little mechanic has changed it and adjusted my valves AND charged me $140 for the ser-

vice….seems that he must have been just TOO busy to take some extra care and do the little things like clean 

out the strainer !!!??) . It’s difficult to say if strainer was cleaned at last oil change or sludge is from a part that 

is wearing prematurely. Looking into crankcase between case and strainer, can see back side of camshaft 

thrust….appears there is no thrust edge left on cam bearing.  

 AND now, let me add to the items stated above that were discovered upon removal and disassembly of 

my engine; 

1. Disassembled engine and discovered that some fuel hoses are not actual fuel hose—appear to be 

vacuum hose.  

2. Oil relief plug at flywheel end has damaged threads. Ran tap into the threads in both relief holes 

and the threads appear to be ok.  

3. Oil pump had tapered bolts instead of studs. Lower right hole is damaged, ran tap in hole, will have 

to install studs and one insert.  

4. Oil pump housing is scored very badly—some metal has gone through gears—will need new pump.  

(Note—has add-on remote oil filter) 

5. Removed aftermarket crank pulley—has aftermarket bolt for pulley—had Loctite on bolt and on 

crankshaft surface for pulley—had aftermarket seal installed for pulley. This seal required a piece 

to be installed into case/sleeve for seal to be pressed into—something happened that caused seal 

and sleeve to spin with pulley, enlarging the hole for the sleeve. Will have to research to determine 

if case can be repaired or will have to be replaced. Either way, recommend stock type crank pulley.  

6. Crankshaft drive gear for camshaft is blue colored—appears to have been VERY hot.  

7. Camshaft gear and crank gear have some nicks in gear teeth—appears that some metallic material 

has gone through the gears.  

8. Has aftermarket cam and gear—gear is bolted to cam---gear is moving on shaft—will need new 

gear. 

9. Checked ring end gap on #1 cylinder, end gap on upper ring is 1.56mm, spec is 0.90mm. Will need 

to replace pistons and cylinders.  

10. With the material going through the oil pump and cam/crank gears, recommend replacing rod, 

main, and cam bearings.  

 HOW’S THAT FOR A SHOPPING LIST ! Can you say “Larry made a HUGE mistake in trusting a 

man named Thom LeDuc who promised the world and delivered an engine that destroyed itself “ ?  Again, I 

have ONLY myself to blame but these are the lessons YOU, the reader, would be wise to take to heart as 

well !  

 SO, now let me tell you how things turned out………(there is a happy ending, but not without a price tag !)  I 

must commend Steve Fowler and his team as they really did do everything in their power to present me with every con-

ceivable option. To that end, the options below were presented to me (along with the CONS) of each….and again, I do 

this for YOUR benefit….I’ve learned my lessons after this ! 

(Article Continued on next page) 
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 Option #1- Repair existing engine and keep the fuel injection system installed – Total Cost - $4,247 

Con- we cannot guarantee that the engine will run exactly the same way that a completely stock engine would. 

(Steve made multiple calls to VW aficionado's out west and NOONE had ever heard of modifying a fuel-

injected engine AND keeping the fuel injection system designed by Volkswagen) 

 Option #2 – Repair the existing engine and convert to carburetor -- Total Cost -   $5,007 

Con- I would still have my original engine but no fuel injection which “could” detract” from the overall value—

but then again, given the current condition of my engine, the value was already damaged. Increased fuel con-

sumption and decreased gas mileage most likely would result. Carbureted engine would be more “finicky” ver-

sus precisely metered fuel.  

 Option #3 – INSTALL Remanufactured STOCK Fuel-Injected Long Block – using OEM vintage block from 

 Steve Fowler’s private inventory—(becoming more and more extinct with the passage of time)   —   Total Cost 

 - $4,812 

ALL PROS- Absolutely NO CONS—I would ultimately be BACK to the original engine that was designed for 

this Beetle (with the exception that it would not be MY original power plant). It would still be from a late 1970’s 

Beetle like my own. Since my old block would be in demand, there would be an ADDED $350 core charge 

(included in the $4,812 quoted above) if I chose to keep my OEM block.  There would be no question as to how 

this engine would perform and it would be fully supported by Steve and his crew.  

 Well, my friends, the END of this story is that I made the decision (as painful as ALL 3 of these options were to 

choose from) to proceed with Option #3 from the perspective that I wanted my 1979 Beetle back the way it SHOULD 

have been from Volkswagen originally.  I also decided that it was worth the $350 to have my entire original power plant 

with my goal being to eventually rebuild this one to the TRUE modified engine it should have been originally, carburetor 

and all !  Whatever I wind up doing with this car, both of these engines will be included as a package.  I honestly do not 

expect to EVER have any engine issues like those described above again with this Beetle and consider the financial 

“bloodletting” of this engine to be behind me.  

 Although, in no way, shape or form, did I have the funds to cover this “unexpected”  expense and I could easily 

have made the choice to sell my Beetle rather than throw more $ into it, I’ve resigned to the fact that there is too much 

good memories tied up in this one to not correct my mistakes once and for all moving forward to bigger and better 

things !  

 I now have a vintage Volkswagen that I would have 100% confidence in driving to the Mackinaw  Island Bridge 

or California ! That piece of mind alone is worth it all.  

 More importantly, I can honestly say that I have learned my lesson here. The moral of this story is first of 

all….DO AS I SAY AND NOT AS I DID !  If you have an original stock engine with out problems, you would be wise 

to keep it that way. Should you have the “bug” to desire a modified engine, do the right thing and BUY A DONER EN-

GINE  TO PLAY WITH !  

 So, let’s do the math !.......After this experience, I now have almost $20,000 into my little pride and joy, which I 

justify by stating that it’s still SIGNIFICANTLY less than the esteemed gentleman who walked away from the 2013 

Barrett-Jackson-Scotsdale,AZ auction paying $4.6 Million (plus 10% commission---or $460,000) for the ONLY original 

1960’s Batmobile !   

 To our membership---LEARN from my experience !  We’d love to publish your “Lesson’s Learned” in future 

editions.  If I can do it, what do you have to lose !  

 See you in the next edition---Happy VW Cruisen Season !   

 

President Larry Kabrick – (email—info@mvvc.net) 
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MVVC Newsletter 

14122 Jackson Dr. 

Plymouth, MI  48170 

 

The MVVC Newsletter Needs YOUR STORIES! 

If you have an interesting, technical or simply entertaining story about 
your vintage VW, PLEASE consider submitting your article to the  

Newsletter!  Also, if you have photos of any recent MVVC events or 
members, those are appreciated as well! 

Remember the Newsletter is 

 written FOR you and BY YOU! 

Next Newsletter Deadline is July 25, 2013. 

The MVVC is a 
Chapter of the 
Vintage Volks-
wagen Club of 
America 
(VVWCA).  
Members are en-
couraged to also 
join and support 

the VVWCA.  Membership is sepa-
rate from the MVVC membership.  
Applications for the national club 
may be found at : www.vvwca.com. 

Contact Information for 2013 MVVC Board & Staff Contact Information for 2013 MVVC Board & Staff  

 President—Larry Kabrick  larryk@mvvc.net 

 Vice President—H. Neil Reichard hneil@mvvc.net  

 Treasurer—Position open 

 Secretary—Wayne Burling   wayne@mvvc.net 

 Club Events—Debra Foye events@mvvc.net 

 Webmaster—Wayne Burling   webmaster@mvvc.net 

 Newsletter Editor—Wayne Burling newsletter@mvvc.net       
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